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Program Notes: 

1. All orders to be written in packs, 1 Pack = 6 Buckets. 

2. All buckets on an order must be the same base color and same artwork (No mixing of white, black, red, 

blue, gray and optic yellow).  

3. Buckets cannot be mixed to achieve the 10 pack (60 buckets) minimum. 

4. Once 10 packs are achieved, additional quantities must be in increments of 1 pack (6 buckets), 11 packs 

(66 buckets), 12 packs (72 buckets), etc… 

 

When ordering custom buckets: 

 90-120 day lead time referenced above does not begin until there is an approved spec sheet on file with 

the Rawlings art department and the approved order has been entered and cleared of all holds (Lead 

times are estimates only and may fluctuate pending specific model inventory levels and business 

seasonality). 

 

Rawlings Baseball Multi Color SO Bucket (BUCKET6PKSO): 
 Choose white or black bucket with matching color lid. All 60 must be the same color. 

 One side has dealer’s logo screen printed. The other side will have the Rawlings patch logo and “Official 

Game Ball of MLB®”. The bucket also has standard padded seat/lid. Any custom logo must be 4-color or 

less with the same artwork for all 60 buckets. 

 Six (6) buckets per pack, bucket sold empty 

 6 Gallon 
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Rawlings Baseball Single Color SO Bucket (RBBBUCK5G6PKSO or RBBBUCK6G6PKSO): 

 Choose red, black, blue or gray bucket with matching color lid. All 60 must be the same color. 

 One side has dealer’s logo screen printed in white print only. The other side will have the Rawlings patch 

logo printed in white only. The bucket also has standard padded seat/lid. Any custom logo must be 1-color 

in white print with the same artwork for all 60 buckets. 

 Six (6) buckets per pack, bucket sold empty 

 5 or 6 Gallon 

 
Rawlings Softball Multi Color SO Bucket (RFPBUCK6G6PKSO): 

 Optic Yellow bucket with matching color lid. All 60 must be the same color. 

 One side has dealer’s logo screen printed in full color. The other side will have the Rawlings Patch logo 

printed in black only. The bucket also has standard padded seat/lid. Any custom logo must be 4-color or 

less with the same artwork for all 60 buckets. 

 Six (6) buckets per pack, bucket sold empty 

 6 Gallon 

Rawlings Softball Single Color SO Bucket (RSBBUCK5G6PKSO or RSBBUCK6G6PKSO): 

 Optic Yellow bucket with matching color lid. All 60 must be the same color. 

 One side has dealer’s logo screen printed in black print only. The other side will have the Rawlings patch 

logo printed in black only. The bucket also has standard padded seat/lid. Any custom logo must be 1-color 

in black print with the same artwork for all 60 buckets. 

 Six (6) buckets per pack, bucket sold empty 

 5 or 6 Gallon 

 

Artwork Notes: 

 Please request vector artwork created in either Adobe Illustrator or Corel Draw and has the file saved as 

an EPS, Ai, or PDF file.  All PMS colors should be specified and all type turned to outlines to avoid any font 

issues. 

 Artwork/Set-Up Charges: For orders where appropriate art has not been provided, creative services will be 

charged at $50.00/hr (logo creation, redesigning of artwork, etc.). 

 


